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Brian Beh has been named president and principal at First Light
Asset Management, responsible for enhancing the firm's market-
ing in the institutional asset management space.

Beh, previously chairman and ceo of Roxbury Capital
Management, will oversee all aspects of marketing, operations
and compliance at First Light, which offers a long-only health-
care sector strategy.

Minneapolis-based First Light was founded in September
2013 by Matt Arens and has a representative track record going
back five years from his time as president and sole portfolio
manager of the healthcare strategy at Kopp Investment Advisors.

"Matt had done a great job of getting it off the ground…this
was something that for me was close to a no brainer. Matt real-
ly wanted to offload some of the non-investment related stuff
and that is what I had done for quite a while at my previous
firm," said Beh, who oversaw Roxbury during the firm's transi-
tion from a traditional asset management firm to a structure
where it has ownership interests and outsourced relationships
with investment boutiques Mar Vista Investment Partners and
Hood River Capital Management, which were spun out of
Roxbury.

Arens said Beh's strength of relationships, particularly in
First Light's stage of development, are critical. "You mention
Brian's name in the industry and you get almost universal
praise," he said.

Beh said the aging demographics of the country has contin-
ued to grow the healthcare sector, making it different from other
sectors such as technology and energy that have seen significant
overvaluations lead to market drops.

"I think there are some real unique tailwinds to healthcare
that make it interesting. While it does have some risk…there is
always going to be innovation at the smaller end and that is what
is unique about this opportunity," Beh said.

Arens said that while many sector funds in the past have had

their successes and failures largely based on the timing in the
markets, "I think a lot of people are revisiting that not all sector
products are created equal…We are finding there is more recep-
tiveness than we would have expected."

With healthcare making up nearly 20% of the overall U.S.
economy, "this is not a little niche. This is a big opportunity," he
said.

Arens said the foundation of the strategy is that there is an
"incredible growth dynamic" in healthcare and the current envi-
ronment of unprecedented change paired with the rapid growth
creates a fertile opportunity for smaller, more agile companies.

The strategy will generally hold about 42 names, with a bal-
anced approach across the healthcare industries. Arens said that
taking an approach that doesn't overweight to particular compo-
nents of the sector allows for a rounding of the volatility that can
be inherent in investing in a sector. That approach has led to a
downside capture ratio in the strategy of 70% versus the Russell
2000 Growth Index and 76% versus the Russell 2000 Growth
Health Care Index.

The strategy also has a lower turnover rate, which has aver-
aged 40% annually over the last two years.

Arens said the goal is to expand the firm's relationships and
move into the institutional market, which is currently less than
one-third of the firm's approximately $180 million in assets
under management. 

"We started off and we went to the retail community because
we could form good relationships and grow to critical mass. We
have those cornerstones in place now," he said.

The capacity for new investments in the strategy is roughly
$500 million to $600 million. The capacity limitations do lead to
some restrictions on the types of investors that would be best for
the strategy, but Beh sees an opportunity in the nonprofit space.
"We are going to make a priority to seek out and get in front of
college endowments and foundations," he said. 
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Disclosures:
Certain information herein constitutes forward-looking statements, or the opinions of individuals associated with First Light Asset Management, and is
not intended to be an investment recommendation. Further, the reader should not assume that any statement herein is indicative of actual events to
occur in the future.
Representative track record reflects a representative account managed by the portfolio manager of the First Light Health Care Strategy ("strategy")
while affiliated with a prior firm. The performance is not that of First Light Asset Management, LLC and should not be viewed as an indication of how
First Light would have performed in the past or will perform in the future. From 9/26/2013 forward, performance represents the First Light Health Care
Composite.
Downside capture statistics are based on monthly data since inception of 9/30/2008. Calculations for statistics for the strategy were provided by PSN
Informa and internal calculations. PSN data is self reported. Portfolio turnover is calculated from a representative account as of 12/31/2014. 
The index comparisons herein are provided for informational purposes only and should not be used as the basis for making an investment decision.
There are significant differences between client accounts and the indices referenced including, but not limited to, risk profile, liquidity, volatility and
asset composition.


